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Letter from the Editor
Dear Readers,

As you can see, The Trail looks a little different this
week. As you flip through, you’ll notice that some pages
(including the one you’re currently reading) say, “This
page was created for free.” My staff and I put those
banners there to visually represent the inequitable
stipend amounts we have been required to follow. To
explain this more fully, I’ll tell you what led to this
decision.
During spring semester of this year, ASUPS created
a new committee called the Student Leadership
Review Committee, which aimed to promote equity
and ethics throughout all of the stipended positions
funded by ASUPS. Stipends are given as a “thank you”
for volunteer service to ASUPS and are not viewed as
wages for a job; however, they often have a large impact
on students’ lives regardless.
When the committee was created, all ASUPS
Media Heads (The Trail, Wetlands, Elements,
Crosscurrents, KUPS and Photo Services) were told
that the committee would set a binding, unchangeable
stipend amount for the Media Head (the Editor-inChief or General Manager of a specific media) and
make recommendations about all other stipended
positions. We were told that Senate would use those
recommendations as a guide to determine how much
money to include in our total budget, but ultimately
the media head would have the power to create, change,
combine or delete stipended positions as they saw fit.
This is a power media heads have always had.
At The Trail there are many stipended positions,
including the seven Section Editor positions. As
you can see, each section varies in length, with News

being three pages long and Combat Zone, Opinions
and Happy Trail being one page. Since these sections
are different lengths, they have different numbers
of writers, so naturally each Section Editor does a
different amount of work. To reflect this, The Trail
has historically paid each Section Editor a different
amount, because we deeply care about equity among
our staff.

Here is where the conflict comes into play. When The
Trail went through the Student Leadership Review
Committee process this past spring, the committee
recommended that all of the Section Editors be paid
the same. Though the previous Editor-in-Chief and I
were disappointed with this recommendation, we didn’t
worry too much about it at that time because both of
us had been explicitly told, in person and in writing,
that we had the power to change those numbers.
In late spring and early summer, I came up with a
budget-neutral way to increase some stipends to more
appropriate amounts, meaning that I would not have
to request any more money from ASUPS to do this.
However, when the ASUPS administration changed,
the new Executive Branch interpreted the committee
bylaws differently, and told medias that all stipend
amounts — not just the Media Heads’ — were binding
because they had been confirmed by Senate.
This interpretation caused a fair amount of difficulty
for most of the medias, since nearly all of us had
already hired people in positions not approved by the
committee, under the impression that we had the
power to do so. Since the beginning of the school
year, all media staff stipends have been held, meaning
that until very recently, all students in those positions
had been working uncontracted and unpaid. Though
ASUPS has agreed to contracts for all positions that

follow the committee recommendations this week and
is continuing to work on the details of the rest, the
problem of stipends for my Section Editors is still up in
the air.
Since the job descriptions for the Section Editors have
not changed, ASUPS informed me earlier this week
that they would be moving forward with the equal but
inequitable amounts, despite my misgivings. The only
option left for us is to go back to the committee and
ask them to increase the stipends. That is something
I plan to do, but my staff and I want to use this issue
of The Trail to help the committee members and the
student body visualize exactly why Section Editors
must be paid different amounts. When the News
section editor, who manages five writers and designs
a three-page section every week, is paid the same as a
section editor with two writers and a one-page section,
the News editor is designing two pages and managing
three writers for no additional pay, which anyone can
agree is unfair and inequitable.
My staff and I have not gone through the committee
yet, so we cannot say how it will go, but we urge each
member to consider our point of view and knowledge
about our media as they make their decision. As
stated before, these increases are budget-neutral and
require no additional funds — I just need permission
to allocate my budget how the Media Board and I see
fit, a power every Media Head prior to me has had.
And to the student body, please know that this is only
a small part of this issue, but I hope that by informing
you a little bit, you can advocate for true equitable pay
throughout your student government.
Sincerely,
Becca Miserlian, Editor-in-Chief
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Last week, a three-person
review team from the University
Senate of the United Methodist
Church came to visit campus
as part of a periodic review of
affiliation. This review is done
approximately every 10 years.

By Kylie Gurewitz

Methodist
review
team visits
campus
The University of Puget Sound
was last reviewed in 2006.
In a campus-wide email,
President Crawford stated that
the review team will look at
“program quality, management
and financial health, and ways
in which we demonstrate a
commitment to shared values
and educational principles.”
The University Senate review
team included president of
Simpson College Jay Simmons,
provost at High Point University

Dennis Carroll and Wimberley
Professor
of
Social
and
Ecological Ethics at Oklahoma
City University Mark Davies.
While today the University
is governed by an independent
board of trustees, it was founded
by Methodist clergy, according
to the University’s website. The
website also states that Puget
Sound “maintains its status as
a church-related and affiliated
institution
in
accordance
with the criteria established
by the Church’s University
Senate. These criteria reference
our shared history, values,
and educational principles.”
These values and principles
include
a
global
focus,
interfaith
dialogue,
social
justice,
environmental
stewardship, academic freedom
and access to education.
President Crawford stressed
these values in his email,
adding that “affiliation is not
a statement of alignment with
church doctrine or beliefs.”
From Oct. 22 through Oct.
24, the team met with President
Crawford, members of the
Cabinet, University Chaplain
Dave Wright, Religious Studies
professors, students involved in
religious life programs, trustees
and local clergy. In addition, the
review board held open meetings
for students, faculty and staff.
During the open meeting with

students, the Senate Visiting
Team asked the eight students
present about their experiences
at Puget Sound. Some of the
questions included: Why did you
want to come to the University
of Puget Sound? Why have you
stayed? What does it mean to you
that Puget Sound is Methodist
affiliated? How have you seen the
social principles of the United
Methodist Church on campus?
They also asked about firstyear seminars, religion classes
and study abroad programs.
One student expressed how
great it was to be a part of a
Methodist student group on
campus, while another stated that
many students felt uncomfortable
about such groups. Many students
expressed that they did not
always know that the University
of Puget Sound had any religious
affiliation. One student referred
to the affiliation as “invisible.”
The campus’ history of
Christian affiliation, however, is
quite different than it appears
now. The 1930–1931 bulletin
states: “The aim of the College
of Puget Sound is to develop
men and women of intelligent
Christian character, and to fit
them for the every-day duties
of life. To accomplish this, sane
physical, religious and moral
education are associated with
the highest intellectual training.”
From the University’s founding

through the 1960s, students
were required to attend Chapel
Services a few times a week,
and were punished if they
missed a certain amount. The
1948 College of Puget Sound
Log Book states: “Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday are
chapel days. ALL STUDENTS
ARE
REQUIRED
TO
ATTEND ON THE DAY
ASSIGNED AT THE TIME
OF REGISTRATION. More
than three absences in a semester
will result in disciplinary action.”
The 1948 Homecoming issue of
The Trail featured an article titled
“Truants are Barred from Daily
Classes.” The article states that
44 students were barred from
their classes as a result of missing
chapel more than three times.
Another campus event that
occurred throughout the 1900s
was Religious Emphasis Week. A
1961 edition of The Trail stated:
“Religious Emphasis Week is
not designed to dictate theology
but to stir the too-often dormant
college mind. It is hoped that
students of all denominations will
participate in this annual week
with the idea of gaining a deeper
understanding of humanity in
our age. Although the week is not
a substitute for religion on our
campus it is a time to emphasize
the basic principles on which
our university was founded.”

Collins Memorial Library provides students with
Kanopy streaming service
By Marcelle Rutherfurd
Collins Memorial Library grants students
access to hundreds of databases through the
library website, and it is easy to lose track of
exactly what students have access to. Kanopy
is a film streaming service that often slips
under the radar, but it could help a lot of
students to find movies and documentaries
both for class and for pleasure viewing.
The Kanopy website offers over 30,000
films free with a card from participating
libraries. The collection is mostly arts films
and documentaries, but popular films are
available too. Katy Curtis, the Humanities
Liaison Librarian at Collins, advertises this
site on the course pages for her classes.
“Honestly, I haven’t used Kanopy much in
classes yet, but I do like to feature it on the
research pages for several of the departments

that I work with because they have a really
great selection of documentaries and feature
films — particularly for foreign languages
and LGBTQ+ cinema,” Curtis said.
Curtis tells us that there is a drawback
to the service in that it affects the library
catalogue of films. “While the platform is
free for our students, staff, and faculty, the
library does have to purchase films in the
collection based on the number of times
they are viewed so that is something to
keep in mind,” Curtis said.
However, this might be a plus if the film
is something that students often have to
view for class and didn’t have access to
through the library before. Kanopy has a
lot of features for students that outweigh
the drawbacks in terms of its customization

and shareability for academic projects.
“There are a lot of nice features to Kanopy
in addition to the selection of films — users
can browse films by subject area and if you
register for an individual account, you can
create clips and playlists of films for class
projects, or share/embed them elsewhere,”
Curtis concluded.
So why don’t more students use this
service? Many of them simply don’t
know that it exists. The library website is
something that students primarily use for
finding print sources, and film streaming
isn’t something that a lot of students believe
they have access to.
Films are used frequently in foreign
language classes, and students from those
classes usually only receive links to films

from their professor.
“I don’t often find German language films
myself because I don’t know how to; a lot of
classic German films are very old and hard
to access,” German major Katarina Moffett
‘19 said.
“Now that I know about this streaming
service I’ll probably be able to access a lot
more German films on my own,” Moffett
concluded.
Kanopy offers many German films, some
examples being “Wings of Desire,” “The
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari” and “Metropolis.”
Kanopy is one of many services offered by
the library website. To find out more of what
the library has to offer, visit pugetsound.edu
and click on the library heading.

Correction
In the article published last week titled “The Yellow House hosts ‘Wednesdays at 6’ event series,”
the Social Justice Center (SJC) was inaccurately called the “Student Justice Center.”
This is an ASUPS Media Publication

SECURITY UPDATES
The following is a summary of incidents
reported to Security Services occurring oncampus between Oct. 23, 2018 and Oct. 29,
2018:
· A security staff member contacted a
non-student on Lower Baker field who
appeared to be intoxicated. The individual
was disrupting student athletes who were
practicing on the field. Tacoma Police
responded, contacted the individual, and sent

him home.
· Security staff assisted members of
a fraternity after a guest at the house
discharged a small amount of pepper spray
from a key chain canister. The chapter was
evacuated temporarily until the basement
could be ventilated.
· Security assisted two students who reported
they had over-consumed alcohol.
Crime prevention is a community
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responsibility. Please do your part to keep
the campus safe. Security staff are on duty
24/7 and are available to assist you. Always
report suspicious activity immediately
to Security Services (253.879.3311). Be
mindful of your safety and security by using
our 24-hour safety escort program and by
keeping belongings secured. The use of a
U-bolt style lock to secure bicycles is highly
recommended. Register your vehicle with 529

Garage by visiting our website. Do not leave
valuables in your vehicle. All vehicles parked
on campus must be registered with Security
Services. Vehicle registration is free. Register
through your myPugetSound portal. Contact
a member of our team if you have questions
or concerns about campus safety. We are here
to serve you. Please contact Security Services
if you intend to leave a vehicle on campus
over the semester break.
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The Trail is an independent, student-run organization funded by ASUPS. The Trail
seeks to produce a credible weekly newspaper that serves as a comprehensive source
of information relevant to its readership. The Trail acts as an archival record for the
university, serves as a link between University of Puget Sound and the greater Tacoma
community and provides an open forum for student opinion and discourse.
Visit trail.pugetsound.edu for the full mission statement.
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Southeast Asia Symposium returns to campus for
its fifth year
By Julia Schiff and Christina Conry

On Oct. 19-20, 2018, the Southeast Asia
Symposium returned to campus, celebrating
its fifth year. The symposium is supported
by Luce Initiative on Asian Studies and the
Environment (LIASE) program and the
Henry Luce Foundation.
The Luce Foundation has a large role in
encouraging liberal arts colleges across
the United States to focus on Asian
Studies and Environmental Studies, and it
offers grants to many liberal arts colleges.
Other recipients of the grants include the
Claremont Colleges, Vassar, Beloit, Oberlin
and Colorado College.
The LIASE program, funded by a fouryear $400,000 implementation grant from
the Henry Luce Foundation in 2015,
supports student research abroad, new
language classes, gives faculty grants and
funds the annual symposium.
The Southeast Asia Symposium is under
the direction of Puget Sound Professor
Gareth Barkin. “When I first heard about
the LIASE grant in 2013, I thought it could
be a great opportunity to expand the sort of
work I’d been doing to incorporate a greater
focus on Southeast Asia’s environmental
challenges, which are many, and how
developing a rich understanding of local
culture, politics, and economics was critical
to understanding them,” Barkin said.
The symposium was not initially part of
Barkin’s plan when he received the pilot
grant and used it to fund his first LIASE
field program in 2014. However, its success
led to the awarding of a full LIASE grant,
allowing for the continuation and expansion
of the program over the past four years, and
the hope for more funding in the years to
come.
The idea of a symposium first came to
life when Barkin realized that the students
returning from the field schools had no
place to share and reflect on their projects
and experiences abroad.
“They’d just turn the final paper in to me
without any ceremony or chance to share their
experiences with the campus community. So
we threw together a symposium that fall at
the last minute — I still remember sneaking
in huge trays of food from Indochine into
Wyatt, which I believe was against the rules
— and it proved a great experience for the
students involved while generating a lot of
interest in Southeast Asia among others on
campus. So we made it a central component
of our full LIASE program,” Barkin said.
Hosting a symposium is meant to
benefit the student presenters and the
general campus community. “For the
students presenting, I think it can be a
really wonderful (if sometimes stressful)
experience to present on your research in
front of Southeast Asia specialists. Not only
do you get a lot of helpful feedback, but the
process of reflecting and developing the
presentation really helps to integrate your
time abroad in a productive way,” Barkin
said.
Barkin also highlighted the importance
for students not familiar with the topics
or cultures to come and experience the
symposium. “I hope they’ll learn some
interesting information about the region
from their peers, our keynote speaker,
and our cultural association partners, and
hopefully be interested in learning more,

perhaps applying to our next LIASE field
The events of the Southeast Asia
school in Thailand, or taking some of the Symposium continued to Saturday, Oct.
Southeast Asian languages we’ve been able 20. Day two of the symposium began with
to offer as part of our LIASE program on a Batik workshop, followed by student and
campus.”
faculty research presentations. The events
Previous years of the symposium have lasted most of the day, beginning with
carried themes of “Culture and Conservation the Batik workshop at 9 a.m. and ending
in Indonesia and Malaysia,” “Biological at around 4 p.m. with student research
and Cultural
presentations.
Diversity in
The
Batik
Malaysia and
workshop
Thailand,”
kicked
off
“The Culture
the Saturday
of Nature in
portion of the
Indonesia,
symposium.
Thailand, and
“Batik is a
Malaysia” and
method
of
“Culture and
producing
Sustainability
textiles
and
in Indonesia,
fine
art
Thailand, and
on
fabric,
Malaysia.”
originally
This year’s
from
Java,
symposium
Indonesia,
theme
was
using
wax
“Conservation
relief
and
and Culture
natural plant
in
the
dyes,” reads the
Crossroads,”
sy mposium’s
with a focus
handout.
on Malaysian
The
Batik
Borneo. The PHOTO CREDIT TO KATHERINE KESSLER
workshop
s y m p o s i u m Professor Christina Sunardi speaks at her keynote
took
place
kicked
off presentation
in Kittredge,
Friday
with
where people
a keynote presentation by Christina gathered to participate in the ancient art
Sunardi, an associate professor in the form. The process of Batik begins with
Ethnomusicology program in the School of drawing or dipping hot wax on textiles, and
Music at the University of Washington.
then dying the cloth. The wax resists the dye
Sunardi’s presentation, titled “Accessing and produces the final product. Lely Shim
and Embodying the Magnetic Power of led the workshop.
Femaleness Through East Javanese Dance
The Batik workshop was followed by
Performance,” drew on her fieldwork in Pacific Rim research presentations. Student
Malang, East Java, Indonesia in 2005 participants of the Pacific Rim Study
through 2007.
Abroad Program presented the research
Sunardi discussed and also demonstrated they gathered abroad. Pacific Rim is a ninethrough video visuals the gendered spiritual month experiential learning and study
power evoked through women’s dance abroad program offered by Puget Sound
performance in the East Javanese culture, every three years. The next Pacific Rim
what she referred to as “the magnetic power program will be held in the 2020-2021
of femaleness.” She also discussed how school year.
East Javanese dance disrupts pre-existing
The Pacific Rim poster session looked
conventions of performance, allowing like a science fair, with upper level students
different genders and body types to access presenting poster boards of their research.
and embody femaleness by viewing gender Topics varied from media literacy, to noodles,
and sex as unstable cultural constructs.
to the presence of Judaism in Asia. Students
Following the keynote presentation, found that media literacy is higher in less
symposium attendees were invited to a democratic countries, that Malaysia is the
street food banquet and culture faire, a site of intense diversity in noodles and that
“free food” event that many students caught Judaism has little presence in Asia, though
on to and attended. The culture faire also religion is increasing as a whole. These
featured booths from Puget Sound cultural are just a few of the many presentations
associations, representing the countries showcased on Saturday morning.
Vietnam, the Philippines, Thailand and
Participating students formulated research
Cambodia. The booths highlighted questions as a part of their 495 class and
traditional culture, with examples of conducted their research as they traveled
traditional dress, textiles and musical across Asia.
instruments.
After the research poster session, Nancy
As attendees enjoyed the food, an array of Bristow, an American History Professor
traditional Thai musical and dance groups at Puget Sound, shared some of her
performed to close out the night. The experiences as the recipient of the Henry
performances featured PongLaang RuamJai Luce Southeast Asia Field Initiative Award.
The Wayside, reflecting contemporary and Bristow gave a brief presentation about her
regional interpretations of Thailand’s musical sponsored travel to Vietnam.
history, as well as the Chaopraya Ensemble,
She reflected on her first impressions of
a group that performs Thai classical and folk Vietnam, noting the complex systems of
music on traditional instruments.
communication on Vietnamese streets.

“There’s a cultural lesson just in crossing
the street,” Bristow said, reflecting on
how witnessing travel and transportation
in Vietnam helped her understand and
appreciate the culture.
Bristow spoke about working with NGOs,
and learning about the effects of Agent
Orange on local communities. She spoke
briefly about the purpose of her travels: to
correct her own inherent biases and learn
from Vietnamese perspectives in order to
combat ignorance. She emphasized how
important it is for American teachers to learn
non-American perspectives. This thought
is particularly relevant in teaching about
America’s involvement in Vietnam during
the war. During her short presentation,
Bristow advocated for developing more
well-rounded perspectives.
Following Bristow’s presentation, Peter
Wimberger gave an introductory speech
about field study in Borneo. Wimberger
is a Biology professor at Puget Sound. He
taught 2018’s Biodiversity and Conversation
course, where students studied for a
semester on campus and then went to
Malaysian Borneo to complete their
studies. Wimberger highlighted Borneo’s
biodiversity in his introductory speech.
After Wimberger introduced the program
and spoke about Borneo’s geographic
and biological uniqueness, the student
participants presented on their research.
There were a total of 10 student
presentations, with topics ranging from
environmental education, to illegal wildlife
trade, to palm oil. Students demonstrated
the depth of their research in short but
highly informational presentations.
The final presentation of the day was a
group presentation. Student participants
of the US-Indonesia Cooperative Service
project spoke about experiential learning.
The students worked with the Young
Southeast Asian Leaders Initiative on a
floating school project in Indonesia.
The day concluded with appreciative
statements to the faculty that led the
symposium. Participants in the symposium
expressed appreciation for the Luce Initiative
on Asian Studies and the Environment
(LIASE) continuously throughout the day.
The Henry Luce foundation grants money
to “encourage innovative approaches to
Asian studies teaching and research at the
undergraduate level through the lens of the
environment and sustainable development,”
according to their website.
According to their website, the LIASE
foundation has stopped grantmaking, but
Puget Sound is still benefiting from the
implementation grant. A LIASE-funded
Thailand field school course will be taught
in Spring 2019. The course is a 333 level
International Political Economy course.
Participating students will study the
political economy of Thailand on campus for
the semester and then conduct field research
during the summer.
The Symposium highlighted student and
faculty experiential learning while also
advertising the Luce foundation and the
opportunity it has provided at Puget Sound.
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OPINIONS

Opinions contained herein do not necessarily reflect the views of The Trail staff, ASUPS, the University or its Board of Trustees. Articles and letters in the Opinions
section are printed at the discretion of the Trail editorial staff. The Trail reserves the right to refuse any letters submitted for publication. Letters to the editor will
not be edited for grammar, spelling, or content, except in the case of material that is considered to be offensive, as determined by the Trail style guide. All letters to the
editor must be signed and must have an email address or phone number. Letters for publication the following Friday are due no later than Monday at noon and may
be sent to: The Puget Sound Trail, 1095 Wheelock Student Center, Tacoma, WA 98416 or trail@pugetsound.edu.

Your midterms aren’t over yet
By Bailey Gamel

Loggers, good job making it through yet
another round of exams, papers and sleepless
nights! You have successfully completed this
semester’s midterms, but you’re not done yet
— midterm elections end on Nov. 6!
This is another reminder to get out
there and vote! I know that you have seen
Facebook posts, flyers around campus and
probably had this exact conversation with
friends, but your vote matters. Historically,
voter turnout rates have been low. Midterm
elections tend to have some of the lowest
turnout rates.
According to the United States Election
Project, in 2014 only 36.7 percent of the
Voting Eligible Population (VEP) cast a
vote. Here are some of the percentage stats
for states highly represented on campus:
Washington had a rate of 41.2, Oregon
50.9, Minnesota 50.4, Colorado 53.7, and
California 29.9. The highest turnout in 2014
came from Maine, but even then, less than
60 percent of the VEP actually voted.

Voting has the power to effect change,
especially the midterms. It is easy to get
so swept up in the hype surrounding
presidential elections, but Midterms are
even more important. After all, they elect
your representatives who control the entire
legislative branch. (If you’re upset about
Kavanaugh, this is your change who has
confirmation power!)
Voting for the legislative branch is
happening right now as well as voting on
key policy changes. If there is an issue you
care about, research what legislation is up
for a vote in your district/state. Look into
candidates and see what they believe about
issues you care about. Whether they are
going to be a local politician or sitting in
an office in D.C., they are being elected to
represent you! Make sure that the person
who holds that office is someone you think
will faithfully represent your interests; you’re
their constituent.
Given how important voting is, why is

turnout so low? There are numerous factors
that can stand in the way.
There are roadblocks that prevent people
from actually being able to vote. Among
these are ID requirements and forcing
people to take time off work to cast their
vote, two things that heavily affect lowincome voters and immigrants. If you are
experiencing any issues actually casting your
vote, there are resources to help you.
Each state has different laws on when you
can register to vote by and when you can
request absentee ballots. If you are unsure
of your current status as a voter, go to your
Secretary of State’s website and find out if
you are registered or not. Registering just
requires your drivers license number or your
social security number.
Another factor that can cause low voter
turnout is a lack of interest in voting and/
or a lack of knowledge about the issues at
hand. To help mitigate this, here are some
of the key issues being voted on in states

where a lot of Loggers come from. All of the
information about key issues comes from
Ballotpedia, a phenomenal resource to learn
more about key issues.
Regardless of what your opinion is and
how much support it has in your district,
get out and vote! Voting is a privilege that
not many people have been afforded. Voting
rights are under attack. Use your voice; make
the change.

Washington:

Oregon:

California:

Colorado:

WA Initiative 940 will address the use of
deadly force by law enforcement. If passed,
940 will create a “good faith test” for when
deadly force has been applied. Initiative
1630 proposes a carbon fee. A vote yes will
allow for the carbon fee and a vote no will
prevent such a fee.

OR measure 105 addresses Oregon’s status
as a Sanctuary State. If passed, the current
status as a Sanctuary State will be revoked.
There is another initiative (Measure 106)
that, if passed, will prohibit public funding
of abortions.

Meme
page
politics
By Isaac Sims-Foster

In the middle of the 2018 Spring semester, though it
seems like it was much earlier than that, a certain Facebook
page took campus by storm. “Puget Sound Memes for
Birkenstock Wearing Teens” now sits at 1,204 members,
and that number grows each day. All 1,204 of us have Maya
Sealander ‘20 to thank for this phenomenon.
“It was an idea I’d had since I was a freshman here. It took
me a year and a half to actually make the page, though. I
was sitting with my friends and I just thought: let’s create a
meme page,” Sealander said.
Despite the page’s young age, it feels as though it’s been
a part of campus culture for a long while. The memes that
are posted to the page are intended to relay the experiences
of not only college students in general, but Puget Sound
students specifically. Jokes about incessant lawn mowers,
President Crawford’s numerous nicknames, and the strife of
STEM majors are all enjoyed regularly on the page.
But inside this space that has been created for humor and
student relation, controversies and arguments can emerge as
well. The rules of the page are simple: “Keep it Puget Sound
related, don’t start s—-.” As with any platform of interaction
between people, this page should be open to criticism and
debate just as well as humor and fun — but with sophomore
Livi Plihal, that wasn’t the case.
On Sept. 3, Plihal posted a meme titled “Gentrified
neighborhood/yuppie college town BINGO” (pictured on
the right). While hilarious squares with traits like “Thrift
shop that’s inexplicably more expensive than many regular
stores” and “Farmer’s market on weekends” that apply with
brutal accuracy to the North End area were on the bingo

CA Proposition 10 will change regulations
surrounding rent control. A vote for this will
change existing law to allow the government
to put rent control on any building. A vote
against this will preserve the current law
wherein there are limits on which buildings
can be rent controlled.

card, so were some more politically charged, but no less
accurate assertions. “Store selling vaguely Tibetan trinkets
run by a white woman” and “Homelessness (or some other
visual reminder of the grotesque wealth inequality)” stand
out, as well as the free space in the middle, a picture of a
toothpaste advertisement with the words “Noticeably
White.”
My friends and I found the meme painfully hilarious in its
accuracy. After all, the funniest jokes often have much truth
sprinkled into them. But the post sparked a debate on the
page that has me wondering, months later, about just what
is and isn’t allowed to be posted there.
Unfortunately, many of the argumentative comments have
been deleted and I was unable to access screenshots, but
many of the members were unhappy with Plihal’s omission
of the fact that only the North End is described in the meme.
Plihal had this to say: “People’s reasoning was that ‘not all
of Tacoma is like that, this is just Proctor. It doesn’t even
apply to Hilltop or Downtown. The poster of the meme
didn’t mean everywhere.’ And I replied to the comments
saying: ‘Yes, yes I was. And you shouldn’t be mad that I’m
saying this.’”
The end result of the arguments was that the moderators
of the page deactivated all comments on the post, and Plihal
herself was removed and banned from the group. She did
not want to reveal the identities of the moderator(s) who
banned her, but that is beside the point anyway.
First and foremost, the students who argued against
Plihal had a number of holes in their boat. Gentrification,
by definition, does not apply to a whole city. It applies to
the poorer or nonwhite (most of the time both) areas like
Hilltop, which is most definitely experiencing gentrification.
When white people move into a primarily POC, lowincome neighborhood and start to literally set up shop,
that’s gentrification. I’m pretty sure that when they move
into an entire city or nation and do the same thing, it’s
called colonization — and that’s why we see Whole Foods
in Harlem and Lime Bikes in Hilltop.
Plihal was banned for the posting of a meme that opened
a primarily white and middle to upper-class student body
to criticism, and they responded by shutting her out. That
tells me that the nature of this page is not what it should
be. Instead of a place where we can not only laugh but also
talk about our issues and privileges as a campus, it is a place
where the rule “don’t start s—-” is seemingly enforced in
order to protect a spoiled student body from reckoning with

For help
registering
to vote,
talk to the
Yellow
House.

CO Proposed Amendments Y and
Amendment Z propose a commission to
draw district lines for voting (i.e. to prevent
gerrymandering). Proposition 112 will
require fracking and other natural gas/
oil projects to be a minimum of 2,500 feet
from residential areas.

the consequences and reality of the way their society has
been shaped.
Based on this alone, it’s clear that allowing meme pages
to be places where humor and only humor is circulated,
and insightful discourse on issues like gentrification are
punished, retains an ignorant status quo. Utilizing humor
to challenge problematic ideologies is one of the best ways
to get people to listen. Not only is there no wrong space to
have critical discourse in the first place, but there’s no better
place to have critical discourse than a meme page: the last
place a comfortable, privileged student would expect to be
challenged.
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The Happy Trail is The Trail’s weekly sex column that seeks to inform the community on issues related to sexuality and gender by addressing these topics in an education-based way. Our mission is
to make the campus a safer place by normalizing and demystifying topics like safer sex practices, sexualities, kinks and polyamory, while shedding light on topics like trans rights, sexual and domestic
violence, gender inequalities and intersectionality. Happy Trail correspondents are not medical professionals; if you have a medical concern contact CHWS or a local clinic. Otherwise, direct your sexuality and gender questions to lnkelly@pugetsound.edu. Respond to Happy Trail articles in the form of a letter to the editor sent to trail@pugetsound.edu.

Trump administration threatens intersex &
transgender legal definitions
By Bennett Johnson

trans people the official preference of the
state. This is the LGBTQ+ community’s
opportunity to mount a strong and overdue
defense of trans and intersex lives, one
rooted in love and understanding. In the
words of queer activist Adam Eli, “Queer
people anywhere are responsible for queer
people everywhere.”
For centuries, the medical community
has intervened with the nature of intersex
babies. An intersex baby is born perfectly
healthy: there is no medical reason to make
their bodies conform to traditional ideas of
what it means to be male or female.
“Imagine knowing that every aspect of
your physiology, from your height to your
cup size, was chosen off a menu — not by
nature but by doctors and family members,”
said Alicia Roth Weigel, an intersex
individual who had a gonadectomy surgery
before she was old enough to consent.
Intersex people subject to involuntary
transitioning are proof that gender is
something medicine can change. Intersex
people have a long history of being given
hormones and surgeries that are similar to
the process the Trump administration is
trying to discourage among trans people.
Gender was never meant to be assigned
at birth and intersex people are living
proof that medicine can effectively change
gender.
By requiring a baby to be either male or
female, the Trump administration is trying
to eradicate the legal identity of intersex
people. Genetic testing would be the only
way to prove you were another gender.
“Where would such a change leave me?
My body would throw this Trumpian
test for a loop — my naturally occurring

PHOTO CREDIT TO TED EYTAN

At the 2016 Republican convention,
Trump made history by being the first
GOP nominee to hold up a pride flag. The
flag was upside down, and now we know
why.
The Trump administration’s latest
assault on the LGBTQ+ community is
led by Roger Severino. He is the head of
the Department of Health and Human
Services and director of the DeVos Center
for Religion and Civil Society. Severino’s
opinions on transgender people are made
clear in his opinion articles; “Pentagon’s
Transgender Policy Defies Common Sense”
and “3 Ways Conservative Lawmakers
Should Fight Obama’s Bathroom
Directive.” The Department of Health and
Human Services wants to define gender
as “unchangeable from birth,” a decision
that will negatively affect transgender and
intersex people across the country.
Severino was most likely unaware that
Oct. 26 was Intersex Awareness Day.
According to Advocates for Intersex Youth,
being born intersex is just as common as
being born with red hair. Experts estimate
that as many as 1.7 percent of the world’s
population is born with intersex traits.
“Intersex” is a term that refers to people who
are born with any range of characteristics
that do not fit Trump Administration’s
conception of male or female.
Since last spring, the Department of
Health and Human Services has been
leading an effort to establish “a person’s
status as male or female based on
immutable biological traits identifiable by
or before birth.”The Department of Health
and Human Services wants to make
gender ideals that oppress intersex and

Following the ban of transgender people from the military, many protested in Washington,
D.C.

genitalia don’t match the ‘correct’ genetic
code in this forced-binary paradigm that
seeks to override biology,” Weigel said.
According to the New York Times, this
“Trumpian” definition would eradicate
federal recognition of an estimated 1.4
million Americans who have opted to
recognize themselves as something other
than the sex they were born with. This effort
by the Department of Health and Human
Services is a giant insult to the transgender
community and their human rights. The
Obama-era policies that protected gender
identity in schools, prisons, hospitals and
homeless shelters are at risk of being
rolled back. These are places that trans and
intersex people need protection from the
law.
“This takes a position that what the
[current] medical community understands

about their patients — what people
understand about themselves — is
irrelevant because the government
disagrees,” according to Catherine
E. Lahmon, who led the Education
Department Office for Civil Rights.
Thusfar, Trump’s administration has
argued in favor of anti-LGBTQ+
businesses, fired all members of the
Presidential Advisory Council on HIV/
AIDS, tried to reinstate a ban on trans
people joining the military and has
withdrawn Obama-era policies that
protected transgender identity in schools,
prisons and homeless shelters. It is clear
that the people in charge don’t understand
not all humans are born male or female,
and that medicine has a long history of
changing people’s’ gender.

Bought a menstrual cup, but not a fan?
Here are 10 alternative uses for Diva cups, Keeper cups
& more!
By Ellen Finn

months. Who could blame
me? Menstrual cups are
the absolute dream! No
carrying around different
menstrual products, no
throwing away pounds of
plastic from my products
into the waste each year
and no paying for tampons
and pads for the rest of my
life? Sign me UP!
Fast forward to the week
that I finally got my hands
on the glorious and cheap
menstrual cup that I had
dreamt of. It was even the
week of my period, I could
try it out right away!
I raced home with the
small pink pouch in hand,
ready for my life to change
forever. What happened
next was … disappointing.
Try as I might, I simply
PHOTO COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIA COMMONS
felt unable to make that
The Diva Cup (left) and the Keeper (right) are two different brands of menstrual cups.
menstrual cup fit inside of
Each have similar shapes, but vary in size.
me. I tried for probably a
Many Puget Sound upperclassmen may remember the half hour and the entire experience left me in tears; I really
green campaign that brought menstrual cups to students wanted it to work and it was hurting!
for just $7 compared to their usual $30 price two years ago.
I tried again the next day, and the next. I tried my next
When I found out this was happening as a sophomore, period and the following period as well without luck.
I was beyond excited. I asked my friend on the planning Even two years later, it is hard for me to accept that the
team when they were coming at least once a week for menstrual cup may not work for me. This has left me with

some shame to say the least. A large number of my friends
talk about their menstrual cup use all of the time, like how
they brought it on their backpacking trip and it worked
great, how they went lap swimming at the gym in it, and
the worst: “Sorry, I just don’t carry tampons anymore,
… maybe you could try to get a free one out of the SUB
bathroom?”
I still strongly advocate for the menstrual cup. I know it
works well for so many people with periods and I would
absolutely recommend that anyone who doesn’t have one
give it a try. The amount of money you could save, as
well as all of the waste you could keep out of landfills is
astounding. No really, people use approximately 10,400
tampons in their lifetime!
Maybe someday I will try again and my menstrual cup will
magically work for me. Until then, here are 10 alternative
uses for the menstural cup:
1) Wear it as a tiny party hat! You never know when you’ll
need to whip out some festive attire.
2) Feed a campus squirrel almonds out of it.
3) Get a 2 oz coffee for here at Diversions Cafe. Get that
bring your own vessel discount? I’m on it!
4) Use it as a Chinese medicine cupping therapy tool.
5) Plunge a tiny toilet.
6) Grow my seedlings for the spring in it.
7) Dip it in paint and use it as a circle-shaped stamp for
your art class.
8) Draw a face on it!
9) Plug your sink with it when you’re soaking dishes
10) Put some gravy in it. Instant gravy boat.
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Latinx Unidos’ Annual Día de los Muertos altar
honors life and loss

By Brynn Svenningsen

Today is the third and final day of Día and struggles as students of color,” Loyade Los Muertos, a historically Mexican Lara said of the LU club and their first onholiday that celebrates the death and lives of campus altar during 2015.
loved ones. The holiday is reimagined in the
“After that year, we continued to use
Latinx Unidos (LU) annual
altar, which combines
tradition with social justice
in a multi-layer display. The
altar was created by the club
to celebrate the holiday and
to encourage conversation
about issues affecting not
only
Latinx-identifying
people, but marginalized
communities both on and
off campus.
“Latinx Unidos is a
space where people who
are Latin-identifying can
come and just be a part of
a community where their
PHOTO CREDIT TO KATHERINE KESSLER
values and experiences are
Latinx Unidos’ 2018 Altar
reflected. ... We meet to
discuss what we want to see on campus, ‘The Death of Diversity’ theme while also
for our community specifically,” LU vice honoring people who had died because
president and junior Katelyn Herr said.
of police brutality, people killed in the
At weekly meetings, the club works to devastating 2017 earthquake in Mexico,
create their annual altar and a scholarship people killed during Hurricane Maria, and
for a student on the Puget Sound campus people who have died while crossing the
through their scholarship dinner during the U.S./Mexico border,” Loya-Lara said. This
spring semester.
year LU continued to involve current events
The altar is an annual tradition and into their altar and reached out to the Jewish
according to club president Soli Loya-Lara Student Union ( JSU) to participate in the
it has been occurring on campus since 2015. altar.
The first theme of “death of diversity” made
In light of the shooting of 11 people at the
a political statement, and each following Tree of Life synagogue in Pittsburgh, PA on
year, the altar has continued that tradition of Oct. 27, LU changed their original design of
sparking conversation.
the altar to include a tier for JSU to honor
“They wanted to represent the voices of the victims. This decision is important for
students who felt like they were ignored and members of LU, who are passionate about
invisible to the campus and administration. honoring the lives lost in the shooting and
They were able to share our culture with the in showing their solidarity with JSU as
campus, but also express their experiences another identity-based club on campus.

In addition to including JSU, LU invited
Multi-Identity Based Union (MIBU)
members to bring objects, art, poetry, and
images to include on the altar.
Late Monday night, an excited group of
LU members assembled the altar with the
help of a few JSU members. As anyone who
visits the finished alter can see, the result
was an intricately decorated display that
pays tribute to several communities.
The top tier of the altar is filled with
challah bread, yahrzeit candles, and an
image of the tree of life brought by JSU
members. The middle tier includes items
brought by MIBU students and holds the
photos of those being honored by students
during the holiday. The bottom tier acts as a

While the altar touches on heavy themes
it also works to encourage celebration.
Día de Los Muertos is a joyful holiday
for celebrating the lives of those who have
passed.
“It’s a very spiritual connection with the
living world and the dead world. It isn’t a
day of mourning, it’s a day of celebration. …
For me it’s really important to not see death
as something sad; it’s something that should
be celebrated like the life of a person,” Herr
said.
Herr spoke about celebrating her
grandfather, while first-year club member
Mikey Benitez spoke of celebrating his dog
who had recently passed.
The altar offers the unique opportunity
to look back and celebrate a
long-held tradition with Día
de Los Muertos, as well as a
chance to look forward. As
the community observes the
altar LU wishes to share with
the Puget Sound community
what they believe in.
This year’s altar has fostered
collaboration, community and
celebration.
“It’s kind of so everyone can
see what we are about and
that’s honor, community, love
and the celebration of life,”
Benitez said.
You can visit the altar outside
Diversions until today, and
can support LU’s scholarship
fund by buying something
PHOTO COURTESY OF LATINX UNIDOS
from the bake sale next to the
Latinx Unidos members put finishing touches on altar
altar (today only).

traditional altar for Día de Los Muertos and
includes flowers, candles and food left as an
offering for those who have passed.

Lecture and documentary engage students in discussion
of bioethics and disability

By Mary Salmon

On Oct. 26, University of Puget Sound
students and faculty had the opportunity
to take part in an engaging discussion on
current bioethical and philosophical debates.
Those who participated joined in welcoming
San Diego State University Professor Joseph
A. Stramondo in presenting his lecture,
“Epistemic Authority, Adaptive Preferences,
and Judging the Quality of a Life with
Disability.” The lecture was sponsored by
the philosophy department, co-sponsored
by the bioethics program, the Center for
Intercultural and Civic Engagement and
the Office of Diversity and Inclusion, and
received further support from the Offices of
Business and Security Services. It was also
held in conjunction with the screening of the
documentary “Far From the Tree” on Oct.
19, 20 and 21, which featured Stramondo
and his wife.
In his lecture, Stramondo discussed
multiple criticisms of the idea of adaptive
preferences and the practice of physicianassisted suicide. “Adaptive preferences”
refers to the reformed preferences of people
in deprived circumstances that fall within
their often limited range of accessibility.
“Disability activists and philosophers of
disability have been defending the idea that
disabled people are reliable, authoritative
sources of knowledge about their own

well-being,” Assistant philosophy Professor
Sara Protasi said. “That is, when they say
that they are happy and live good lives, we
should not dismiss their testimony as a
matter of ‘adaptive preferences.’ … Adaptive
preferences are supposed to be somewhat
inauthentic, or involving some form of selfdeception.”
Although decisions regarding quality of
life are entirely up to each individual person,
non-disabled people tend to interpret
the opinions of those who are disabled as
being incorrect or invalid. Non-disabled
people assume that adaptive preferences
have played a role in compromising these
outlooks on life as disabled people have
“settled” for something less.
Stramondo took into consideration these
viewpoints on adaptive preferences and
compared the concept to Aesop’s fable
of “The Fox and the Grapes.” This story
describes a fox who deems certain grapes
“sour” simply because they are too high
for him to reach. Thus, he modifies his
preferences and bases them on what is
immediately accessible to him.
“The fox’s subjective preferences are based
on a fiction that he has convinced himself
of in order to cope with the objective limits
within which he must live,” Stramondo said.
This motif of “sour grapes” played an

integral part in Stramondo’s lecture as
he continually referred back to the fable
to convey the manner with which nondisabled people discuss disabled people’s
communicated accounts of wellbeing.
He was able to apply this to the idea of
physician-assisted suicide as well.
“Sometimes, when disabled people seek
out physician-assisted suicide, it’s an
expression of an adaptive preference for
death,” Stramondo said. “This preference has
been developed under oppressive conditions
that have severely constrained other choices
that they might have otherwise had and
distorted their assessment of their own
quality of life.”
Stramondo continuously argued that
the choices disabled people make are
autonomous and highly reflective of their
own well-being, not influenced by these
concepts that non-disabled people have
created. In this way, his lecture directly
pertained to the philosophy department’s
ongoing debates and discussions.
“Philosophy of disability is an important
and burgeoning field that explores questions
concerning the nature of disability, the
rights disabled people have, the reality of
discrimination against disabled people,”
Protasi said. “These are questions that are
important for their practical implications

for disabled people, but also important in
themselves, as interesting philosophical
questions. They also echo discussions that
have taken place with regard to other kinds
of identity, such as race, gender and sexual
orientation.”
These similar discussions are apparent in
“Far From the Tree,” which follows families
who face particular everyday challenges,
but do so in a loving and caring way.
Stramondo and his wife are among these
families that navigate life with empathy and
consideration. The documentary similarly
addressed philosophical and bioethical
issues of how the world perceives those who
are different.
“I hope students will get a sense of
how important these topics are, and
how philosophy can have very practical
implications for people’s lives,” Protasi said.
“Philosophy engages with every aspect of
our lives, from the most abstract to the most
concrete.”
Both Stramondo’s lecture and the
documentary are prime examples of the
philosophy department’s integration of
real-world discussion into its curriculum.
Having held other lectures in the past,
the department leaders are likely to host
engaging events in the future, something
Puget Sound students can look forward to.
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FEPPS brings visibility to importance of
prison education
By Finn Dobkin

Normally, prison education programs
focus on vocational training for inmates.
FEPPS takes a different approach. Instead
of focusing on specific training with a set
career path, FEPPS “offers education and
connections to other students with the idea
that you will figure out what you want to do
with your education,” Dr. Erzen said.
This idea is intended to give students
greater freedom that they would experience
should they be learning on a campus like the
University of Puget Sound. By providing

importantly, in building my confidence that
I can be more than I was and do better than
I ever have before,” a class of 2017 student
said.
This sentiment is common throughout
FEPPS. “With every class I take, there is a
sense of added distance between who I was
and the person I am now,” another student
said.
Programs like FEPPS have benefits that
extend beyond the inmates. Studies show
that inmates who don’t partake in college

PHOTO COURTESY OF FEPPS

Over the past two decades, prison
education has proven to be an effective tool
for criminal justice reform. The Freedom
Education Project Puget Sound (FEPPS) is
an important part of the prison education
movement, bringing a liberal arts education
to local inmates.
FEPPS was founded in 2009 to provide
a college level education to incarcerated
women at the Washington Corrections
Center for Women. Currently, the program
holds seven classroom-based courses per
quarter at the Gig Harbor facility. The
program culminates in an Associate of Arts
degree from Tacoma Community College.
In addition to formal courses, the program
also facilitates a study hall, a monthly lecture
series and a library.
Thusfar, the results of the project have
been impressive. The program has brought
102 different professors in to teach regularly
and has awarded 34 degrees thus far. Though
the program has made leaps and bounds
since it took off, FEPPS had more humble
beginnings.
The original idea was conceived of in
2011 by Dr. Tanya Erzen of the Puget
Sound Religious Studies department.
Dr. Erzen, who was on a grant from the
National Endowment for the Humanities,
was invited by the inmates to teach at the
prison. Many of the inmates at the prison
were serving long-term sentences. Due to
the length of their sentences, they wanted
to build a community atmosphere in the
prison. The inmates saw education as an
important tenet of community-building.
A major grant allowed the program to
take off and since then, FEPPS has been
sponsored by individual donations and
grants from larger foundations.
Though FEPPS operates through local
universities, this is not the norm for prison
education programs.

FEPPS students walk in their graduation ceremony
this freedom, FEPPS is striving to rewrite
the narratives surrounding incarcerated
individuals from being social outcasts to
being normal people.
Beyond
changing
the
discussion
surrounding prisons, FEPPS students
also get a sense of empowerment through
the program. “FEPPS has aided me ... by
offering classes, getting my AA, but most

education programs have a 60 percent
recidivism rate while inmates who complete
a degree in prison have a 5.6 percent
recidivism rate. This means that there is
less money spent on law enforcement, all
while ensuring that ex-inmates can become
included in society.
Despite the benefits of programs like
FEPPS and others like it, prison education

faces substantial barriers, both in its
implementation and funding.
Historically, Pell grants could be used to
help fund prison education. However, under
the Clinton administration, welfare reforms
eliminated accessibility of Pell grants for
prisoners. As a result, prison education took
a huge cut. Within prison itself, FEPPS
students lack internet access and there is
limited technological capacity that is typical
of most college classrooms. This means
that students frequently have to write their
essays by hand and use books instead of the
internet for research.
Despite these challenges, FEPPS presents
unique opportunities for both studentinmates, faculty and non-inmate students.
For one, students in FEPPS aren’t motivated
by social pressures to get degrees. Instead, it
is a path of their own choosing, creating an
engaged classroom dynamic.
Faculty have been attuned to this. Many
members “report how teaching in prison
energized them as scholars and teachers
when they taught on campus,” Dr. Erzen
said.
Additionally, there are several avenues
through which University of Puget Sound
students are getting involved. Gender
and queer studies students have helped to
organize workshops on gender identity
within the prison while Spanish majors
have worked as conversation partners with
FEPPS students.
FEPPS is part of a broader trend that
is bringing visibility to the issues of our
corrections system and the approach we
ought to take to help those caught within
the system. By including students in the
discussion, FEPPS is helping support the
school’s mission of access, diversity and
inclusion, all while providing an educational
experience for inmates and University of
Puget Sound students alike.

Latinx Unidos spearheads exhibit in honor of
East LA Walkouts

By Maddy Campbell

Latinx Unidos (LU) has put on
an exhibit in the library in honor
of the 50th anniversary of the
East Los Angeles Walkouts. The
club is celebrating the historical
event which holds incredible
importance for members of the
club and of the Latinx community.
The exhibit went up on Oct. 29
and will remain in the library for
the rest of the semester.
According to LU President,
junior Soli Loya-Lara, the East
Los Angeles Walkouts were a
series of events that spanned a
week in 1968. A group of college
students organized walkouts
for several schools in the East
Los Angeles district in response
to the disproportionately poor
conditions of the schools that
Chicano
(Mexican-American)
children were forced to attend,
compared to the schools that white
children attended. The organizers
published a list of demands asking
to have this segregation between
schools righted.
The exhibit itself has information
on the conditions that caused
students to walk out, what occurred
during the week of walkouts and
the results that came out of the
walkouts and activists’ demands.
The exhibit also features photos,
replica posters and signs, and
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The club’s replicas of original walkout signs
we’ve already done,” Loya-Lara
said.
The idea of having the exhibit
came to the club after Loya-Lara
attended an exhibit on the same
topic at a museum in Los Angeles
last summer. Members of the club
agreed on it after discussing the
educational opportunities for both
Latinx and non-Latinx people.
“We realized how important
it could be to Latinx students
to be able to know that we have

Time magazines from the time to
offer context for society in 1968.
LU wants to highlight the
importance of the event in
historical context as well as in
the context of today’s politics
and society. “Not only is it the
50th anniversary, and that’s a very
important date, it’s important in
this political time and climate to
say that we have a history of this
and we can do more, and we can
keep building on this stuff that

this history of standing up for
things that are important to us,
and we also thought about how
important it is to show this to
people who aren’t Latinx to say,
‘We’ve been here, we’ve been
working and doing these things,’”
Loya-Lara said.
Eight students from the club
have been working on research
and putting the pieces of the
exhibit together, and Liaison
Librarian Katy Curtis is assisting
the team with the logistics of
setting the exhibit up in the
library.
The library acts as a convenient
location for having a public
exhibit of this size, and the
environment compliments the
educational message that the
exhibit portrays. “We want to be
able to say that this is something
that happened that we don’t get
to learn about, so let me teach you
something. We don’t learn about
this stuff in our history classes,”
Loya-Lara said.
The exhibit also exemplifies a
message about how the members
of Latinx Unidos want to present
themselves on campus. Loya-Lara
explained how the club wants to
display something important to
them while allowing individuals
to educate themselves about these

issues.
“It’s always been our push to be
on campus in a way that celebrates
ourselves for ourselves while
also being able to open it up and
have others learn about this in a
constructive environment,” LoyaLara said. “We want to teach
people and share this thing that’s
very important to us, but we want
to do it in a way that acknowledges
that we’re a minority on this
campus and that we’re putting
ourselves out there.”
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Another season, another group of seniors:
Bittersweet last regular season home game
By Keely Coxwell

As the fall sports season comes
to a close, the current seniors say
goodbye to a team that they have
played with for the past four years.
“Being on the soccer team
gave me an immediate group of
friends and people to rely on. The
soccer team allowed me to feel
comfortable as soon as I arrived
on campus,” Stefan Jensen ‘19
said. “Instead of going through a
difficult transition from living at
home in California to Tacoma, I
was able to easily adjust because of
the team.”
“For me, the biggest highlight
of playing soccer has been my
teammates and the atmosphere of
being a part of a team that is larger
than any individual goal,” Wren
Norwood ‘19 said. “The friends
and family I have made through
my four years of being on this
team are lifelong and will have an
enduring positive impact on my
life.”
The time spent on the team was
more than the relationships built
for these seniors.
“Being a part of the team has
taught me to be a harder worker
in all other aspects of my life.
Physically and mentally giving
100 percent effort six days a
week for four seasons has taught
me an extraordinary amount of
discipline, so it’s much easier to
apply that to things like work and
class,” Kian Evans ‘19 said. “Also,
it’s been a release for me when I’ve
been faced with challenging or
stressful situations.”
“Being on the soccer team is a

huge commitment that requires a
lot of sacrifices. That being said it
is worth it 100 percent due to the
experience of being on a college
athletic team and to be able to
play at a high level of competition
with great people,” Norwood said.

time too.
“My greatest strength on the field
is my emotion. My freshman year,
I didn’t know how to control my
emotions, which at times hurt my
play,” Jensen said. “However, over
the past four years, I have learned

the team all four years, especially
with my goalkeeping coaches
Bobby and Bryan, has been
intricate in my development
as a soccer player,” Norwood
said. “Coaching combined with
commitment both during the

PHOTO COURTESY OF LOGGER ATHLETICS

Family and friends gather with the six seniors that played in their last official home game of the season. For many
family members, they have sat through dozens of cold rainy afternoons to cheer on the Loggers.
“Academics and personal time may
be a bit restricted but being able to
play a sport you love for so long is
why I did it.”
They grew as players during this

to control my emotion which has
allowed me to stay more focused
and become a better leader for the
team.”
“The coaching I have had with

season and mostly out of season
during the spring semester and the
summer has led to me becoming
a much better player than when I
entered college.”

With the current class of seniors
graduating comes a new class of
first-years.
“To any incoming first-year
player or to just any of the rising
seniors, I would tell them to take
soccer at U.P.S. and make it theirs.
To put in everything they have for
four, three, or the two years they
have left and care for the program
as they would for something that
is theirs. Because soccer at this
school is truly for the players, and
the guys I have played with for
the last four years are what has
made it such a great and cherished
experience. I hope all future
players here take all their effort,
talent, and pride and bring it to
every game, practice, or meeting,”
Norwood said.
“I would also tell them that four
years goes by fast; my first day as a
soccer player feels as fresh in my
mind as Sunday’s victory does.
When the time comes that they
are done playing here, they won’t
be ready for it, so all they can do
is give everything they can to the
program and most importantly
their brothers on the field. That’s
what I have tried to do every day
during my time as a player here,
and I will leave not holding a
single regret,” he continued
“Enjoy it! Playing a sport in
college only makes the days fly
by faster,” Jensen said. “Most of
you have been playing sports
since before you can remember,
and when you stop playing
competitively, it’s an emotional
time. “

Time to pack up the clubs for a few months:
Golf ’s winter season comes to a close
By Liam Barry

The Men’s Golf program is
approaching
its
mid-season
break in a state of great form.
The team has so far surpassed
initial expectations with solid
individual performances, like the
last tournament at Wine Valley
in Walla Walla where the Loggers
came in fourth place.
The golf season stops for the
winter months in an attempt to
avoid the rainiest and coldest
months; this plays into Puget
Sounds favor as several players
are away studying abroad for the
fall semester. Most notably senior
Mac Turner will be able to play the
second half of the season when he
returns for the spring semester.
It isn’t entirely about victory for
the Loggers, however; transfer
student Cole Albert thoroughly
enjoys the environment of the
team: “The team is an amazing
community, the players are not
cliquey at all and in attending
a small school like this we get
to know each other really well,”
Albert said.
It is refreshing to see this
mentality in a sport that is such a
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A logger golf bag has seen its last days on the fall course but now awaits the spring season after a winter in the
Pacific Northwest.

time-consumer. Albert described
the length of the tournaments
as, “Two days each weekend,
Saturday and Sunday, with each

day typically lasting six to seven
hours each.”
With that amount of time spent
with one another the friendliness

between the players helps keep it
manageable.
The competitive tournaments
work in an interesting style. Each

participating school brings five
players to the match, decided
on performance during practice
throughout the weeks. At the
match all five players play their
round of 18 holes and the top four
scores of each team get counted.
This gives a little bit of cushion
to the teams on which not every
player is in the best form, as golf
can be a very inconsistent sport.
Puget Sound golf isn’t exclusive
to competitions against rival
schools. Last saturday the teams
held a match against a team of
alumni, Ryder Cup style. Ryder
Cup style is when the members of
each team take a shot and choose
one of the two shots to use en
route to the hole.
Fostering
a
tight-knit
community with a contingent of
talented golfers has the Loggers
excited to continue the upcoming
season with confidence. Puget
Sound looks forward to the return
of Turner and other talented
golfers, and ideally they can bring
home a few first-place finishes in
the spring.
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New season, new coach:

Women’s lacrosse welcomes Coach Daly
By Tayla McPherson
Women’s lacrosse just completed their fall ball practice
with a new addition to their staff. Elizabeth Daly was hired
as the women’s lacrosse head coach in August 2018. Daly
previously worked as a head coach at Hendrix College in
Arkansas and assisted at Kenyon College, her alma mater,
in Ohio. Daly is extremely excited to be a part of the Puget
Sound athletic community.
“The integration process into the Puget Sound athletic
community has been great! Everyone here has been super
helpful and friendly in aiding my transition to a new place,”
Daly said.
During the last two months, the team completed their
fall season, which includes 16 practices. Senior captain
Rebecca Simon explained the impact Daly made after just
16 practices.
“She is a big fan of accountability and communication
both on and off the field, which is really important for a
team of our size. Also, she really pushes us to step out of
our comfort zone in order to develop our skills on the field.
Finally, she really cares about lacrosse and wants to see us
reach our potential as a team for our upcoming season,”
Simon said.
Another women’s lacrosse senior, Sarah Burke (Westfield,
Massachusetts) shared her initial opinion of coach Daly
during fall ball: “We are constantly pushed to try new things
on the field that has opened us up to making mistakes and
learning from them. She has a good mix of being serious on
the field with also allowing us to be our really goofy selves.”

Pictured: Coach Daly
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Additionally, Daly was impressed by the performance of
the team during fall ball: “Our fall season went very well!
All of the players competed every day to improve and get to
know each other better.”
The team finished their season in fourth place in the
Northwest Conference, out of five teams. Their record was

2-6 in conference and 2-9 overall. Daly wants to build off
this foundation “to help us improve our record.”
The women’s lacrosse team has 13 returners with seven
first-years, creating a great foundation of 20 players for the
upcoming spring season. In previous seasons, the team has
struggled with numbers but having a big returning class as
well as new energy will hopefully help the team achieve
their season goals.
Not only does Daly hope to make an impact on the field
with her players, but she also hopes to expand beyond the
athletic community. Daly explains her interest in the greater
Puget Sound and Tacoma community: “Overall, I hope to
bring a different perspective to the athletic community,
helping my student-athletes achieve success both in the
classroom and on the field. I also look forward to getting
more involved with the greater community of the university
and the community of Tacoma.”
Burke explained Daly’s interest in preventing sexual
assault and creating a safe campus: “Daly has a strong
focus on preventing sexual assault and was an equivalent
to a Peer Ally on her college campus. With this being a
really big issue that our campus is focusing on, having a
strong advocate in the athletics department is important
and necessary. I think she will integrate really well overall
into the UPS community.”
The women’s lacrosse team will start training for their
season in February and have their first game in early March.

What is the Student Athletic
Advisory Committee?

By Tayla McPherson

Most students on campus are not aware of the Student
Athletic Advisory Committee (SAAC), which helps the
lives of student-athletes run more smoothly.
The committee works year-round to advocate for
student-athletes’ needs. For example, SAAC has previously
communicated with the on-campus dining staff to extend
hours, so athletes can eat after and before practice.
An athlete in two sports (women’s soccer and basketball)
and committee member, senior Jamie Lange says SAAC is
“here to keep the athletic community together and provide
community help and service throughout Tacoma in various
ways.”
SAAC is made up of seven executive members including
two co-presidents, two publicity members, one vice president
and two secretaries. Additionally, there is at least one
representative from each sports team (men’s and women’s)
to give perspective during SAAC meetings, which are every
other week. These representatives are selected differently
per team; some may volunteer and others are selected by
teammates or coaching staff.
Elizabeth Prewitt, senior women’s basketball player and
co-president of SAAC, explains the committee’s goals
within the Puget Sound community: “We are seeking to
work and collaborate with different student organizations
across campus to bridge the gap between athletics and other
communities in the University.”
Each semester, SAAC committee members work together
to organize different community service events, social events
and promote games and sports events to encourage Puget
Sound students and student-athletes to support each other
at their games or events.
Co-president and senior football player Dwight Jackson
addresses SAAC’s goals for the upcoming year: “We have

our specific community service goals, we are trying to exceed
all last year’s quotas, but also get the outside community a
bigger part of it. We want to create a student section at
games including current students, student athletes and
alumni to increase support for our student athletics.”
During the 2018-2019 school year SAAC hopes to
continue their yearly community service events and to
continue to show the importance of reaching out to the
community Puget Sound is part of.
Prewitt describes her presidential
hopes of the 2018-2019 school
year: “Apart from Dwight and
I, we have new members on our
Exec team bringing new ideas and
energy! While we will continue
to run our main community
outreach projects of Trick or
Can, Adopt a Family, Dig and
Think Pink nights, and Special
Olympics, we are also looking
to incorporate some new events.
In alliance with our attendance
goal, we are hoping to have some
giveaways at various games,
create a student section and have
multiple rummage sales.”
The greatest challenge that
SAAC members face is their
student-athletes’ busy schedule.
The commitment of being a
student-athlete is equivalent to
a part-time job. Jackson reports
spending 23 hours a week for

practice, team lifts, treatment, film, meetings and games.
“The biggest challenge SAAC faces is our student-athletes
have a lot of other commitments besides their sport, so asking
them to take time to participate in community service, etc.
[sic]. But even though it’s a challenge our student athletes
still do such a great job of balancing both. … It’s almost like
we are a team,” Jackson said.
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COMBAT ZONE

Combat Zone is The Trail’s satire section.
The Combat Zone is intended to be a satirical work. The views and opinions expressed by the Combat Zone do not necessarily reflect those of The Puget Sound Trail,
ASUPS, concerned parties or the University of Puget Sound. Please submit compliments or complaints in the form of letters to the editor.

English department scrambling after Wyatt
Hall sucked down into massive chasm

By Bean McQueen

Faculty and administrators of the University
of Puget Sound English department have
been working overtime to restore order after
an incident last week in which the entirety of
Wyatt Hall tumbled down into a massive abyss
that abruptly appeared on campus.
“Yeah, us English professors have been rushing
around like little ants on a hill,” creative writing
professor Sebastian Beets said. “Hold on a sec,
I should really write that down. ‘Like little ants
on a hill.’ Things are feeling a little crazy in the
department right now, but I suppose I say that
every semester. That’s life for you! Ooh! I have
to write that down.”
Many faculty members expressed frustration
regarding their new additional duties. Professors
have had to jockey for new classroom space,
reevaluate semester schedule to adjust for lost
time and coordinate the replacement of texts
and technology lost when a massive threestory building was consumed by an unexplained
and terrifying hole. Professor Melinda
Mapwhapster, who teaches courses on literary
journalism, was particularly outspoken.
“It’s irritating. Actually, it’s more than that, it’s
downright inconvenient,” Mapwhapster said.
“This is not the first setback the department has
experienced this semester. First, the department
copy machine needed repair, then there was a
paperclip shortage. ...Wyatt Hall being veritably
eaten by an angry earth is just the latest event in
a pattern of mismanagement. It’s hard to focus,
do my job and just teach with all these little
distracting obstacles.”
Some professors, like translated literature
teacher Professor Michael Marks, saw this
most recent episode as a turning point in
their relationship with the department and
University. Marks took particular issue with the
personal office items lost.
“There is nothing left for me here,” Marks
said. “My Chia Pets are in the fissure.”
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The last vestiges of Wyatt have sunk from view within the last week.

“ Yeah, us English professors have been rushing around
like little ants on a hill,” creative writing professor
Sebastian Beets said. “Hold on a sec, I should really write
that down. ‘Like little ants on a hill.’”

Other faculty members had a more
positive outlook on the 200,000-ton
building and everything inside it being
destroyed by a sudden rift in the ground
(and perhaps time and space).
“Problem-solving is just a part of this
job,” department chair Maya Glenwyre
said. “Any professor worth her salt should
be prepared to adapt to new challenges,
and the best ones take pleasure in it. We
are not the first to be tested. To lose sight
of education’s value over a little thing like
some lost books, a vanished building, or a
supernaturally destructive event unforseen
and unfathomable, well, I’d hope that my
colleagues are made of a bit sterner stuff
than that.”
To illustrate her point, Glenwyre
highlighted the resolve of her department
by pointing to a bright spot in the incident’s
aftermath: Professor Willie Bosmitt’s new
course offering inspired by the events.
“It’s called ‘After the Abyss: Tracking the
Chasm through Text, Time and Transit.’
It’s a course I’ve wanted to teach for a long
time, but just haven’t had the proximity to
a massive and terrifying geological disaster.
In this class, students will examine how
both professional and amateur writers
have reacted to chasms, voids, sinkholes,
potholes and faultlines through literature,
text messaging, graffiti and public
transportation, all while receiving a holistic
survey of different kinds of media from
the invention of writing to present-day
technologies. And we’ll spend a few weeks
on animal psychology. It’s a Connections
Course,” Bosmitt said.
There will be a special late registration period
for any students wishing to enroll in “After
the Abyss: Tracking the Chasm Through Text,
Time and Transit.”

Students have returned from fall break
with a skip in their step. Many claim that
there’s nothing better than the chant of the
football team in the distance, the sound of
leaves crackling underfoot and the smell of
unacknowledged wealth inequality in the
air. First-year Tammy Smith came to The
Flail wanting to share her narrative on the
latter.
Smith was in her statistics class when she
heard junior Caley Postalot complaining
about the prices of her textbooks. “I can’t
believe I had to spend $500 on these books.
It’s so unfair! You know, we’re all just broke
college students,” Postalot said. Classmates
saw Smith’s jaw clench at this comment.
Smith spent her summer working hard as
a lifeguard at an Orange County country
club. This job provided her with one La
Croix per shift and a minimum of five
hours to scroll through Instagram.
“All I saw was Caley on the shore of
Normandy. Caley sitting next to ancient
architecture. Caley with her croissant and
the caption ‘oops.’ Caley and that French
puppy. Caley and the Norwegian boy. I’m
over it. Some of us are actually broke,”
Smith said.
Smith went on to explain that Postalot
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‘Broke’ student can’t stop posting pictures of
summer-long vacation in Europe

Postalot models her favorite pose, the
“humble girl with a secret,” which she
brought out in posts such as Oct. 9,
captioned: “Missing Greece more than
ever today!”

has Instagrammed a “take me back” picture
once a week despite it being three months
into the school year.
The Flail reached out to Postalot’s friend,
junior Josie Johnson, to see how she feels
when students use the phrase “broke college
students.”
“It’s never good to assume someone’s
financial status,” Johnson said. “Last
year my parents were going through an
economic rut and I had to stop getting
plant-based milks in my lattes and go back
to cow milk. This was really bad because I’m
lactose intolerant. The light stomach pain
was unbearable.”
The problem with wealthy students
claiming to be broke is not only a social
issue at Puget Sound but it has caused a
slew of medical emergencies. First-year
John Thomson got whiplash from turning
around so fast when he heard a classmate
chuckle at being a “broke college kid.”
“My whiplash-induced medical expenses
are nothing compared to my anger,”
Thomson said. “I didn’t pay $92 for each
of my 15 AP tests, $2,000 for SAT prep,
$50 for each SAT, $7,000 on plane tickets
for college tours and $800 on college
application fees to end up at a school where

By Grizz’s Toe

some students won’t acknowledge their
wealth.”
Another student, sophomore Ellie
Guggenheim, made a joke about being a
broke student in class and her nose started
to grow at an exponential rate. “At first
I was stunned and upset, but I’ve been
wanting a nose job for a while so it actually
presented a wonderful opportunity. You
know, everything happens for a reason,” she
said.
Smith believes it is crucial that the majority
of Puget Sound students acknowledge
their wealth and stop claiming to be broke.
“Some of us can only afford to shop at the
Metropolitan Market twice a week, some of
us grew up in the suburbs of San Francisco
instead of in San Francisco and some of our
families had to trade our ferraris for Teslas,”
Smith said as she posted a picture of her
$950 custom monogrammed planner. “I
always say, ‘Don’t judge someone until you
walk from their home movie theater to their
fourth floor in their Louis Vuitton leather
heels. But I feel like Caley’s Instagram
allowed me to do just that, so I feel justified
in my anger toward her.”

Combat Zone writers are Erin Lungwitz and Hanna Woods. Molly McLean is the Combat Zone editor. Pseudonyms have historically been used by Combat Zone writers. We want to keep this
tradition and credit writers by name in order to promote transparency. Our intent is to make people laugh and to provoke people to think critically.
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Go see ‘Antigone’

audio effect added a tangible element of suspense and
anticipation that the performance would have otherwise
lacked.
Like the drumming, the butoh dancing often mirrored
the events that had already taken place. A majority of the
dancing was performed by the chorus, who are on stage for
the entire show.
A chorus member, senior Emma Kelly, confirmed that
“standing for the entire show” was “a physical challenge
that isn’t present in most productions.”
Jacobs, who plays Antigone, also commented that not
only are the chorus members just standing there, they are
also reacting to the events that are taking place. Smith
added that the “choral odes are super visible,” contributing
to the “endurance test for the chorus that’s really unique to
this play.”
The play focuses on the main character, Antigone, and
her struggle in burying her fallen brother, Polyneices. The
burial of Polyneices has been forbidden by the king, Kreon,
under pain of death. The play follows Antigone’s inner
struggle with this declaration and how she decides to react
to it. The events of the play are a moving testament to the
strength of familial love and to the fallibility of people’s
good intentions.
Described as “gut wrenching and human” by AikensHelford, “Antigone” is deserving of an audience. It will be
performed on Nov. 2 at 7:30 p.m., as well as on Nov. 3 at 2
p.m. and at 7:30 p.m.
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“I don’t like plays.” As a theater geek who often tries
to convince people to go see a play or a musical, this is a
common response that I get. Some people just don’t like
plays. They think that the theater is boring and outdated.
Why go see a play when they can watch Netflix in the
safety of their own home?
I’ll tell you why. The theater has the ability to move people
in an intimate way that most movies just can’t. “Antigone,”
directed by assistant theater professor Jess K. Smith, is an
incredibly raw, moving and emotional experience that has
the ability to reach anybody.
While Smith acknowledges that Greek plays in particular
can often leave the modern audience feeling out of the loop,
she nonetheless emphasizes that the motifs of “Antigone”
are “resonant with our own time.” While the play may have
been written centuries before even the birth of Christ,
Smith does an excellent job in creating a contemporary
interpretation of the work while still paying homage to the
time period it is set in.
“Antigone” is produced entirely by University of Puget
Sound faculty and students. In the lead role of Antigone
is senior Clara Jacobs, with sophomore Julian AikensHelford in the role of Kreon. The production incorporates
taiko, a form of Japanese drumming style, as well as butoh,
a style of Japanese contemporary dance.
The taiko drumming, which is very dramatized, was often
in sync with the action and would speed up and crescendo
to reflect the actions that were taking place on stage. This

By Keara Wood

Pictured: Senior Clara Jacobs as Antigone.

Visiting artist Humaira Abid’s powerful series
gives voice to the silenced
By Arielle Harvey

If there’s one thing artist Humaira Abid
is bad at, it’s being silent. Whether it be in
her life, subject, or chosen medium, Abid
does not conform to anyone’s expectations.
Her work is strikingly beautiful, but she
does not leave out the blood, sweat or pain.
Abid, an award-winning, nationally- and
internationally-acclaimed sculptor and
painter, was on the University of Puget
Sound campus from Oct. 22–26 as part of
a short-term teaching residence at Puget
Sound called “Living Art.”
Abid is an immigrant from Pakistan, a
Washington resident and an instructor at
Cornish College of the Arts in Seattle.

During her stay she shared her latest series,
“Searching for Home,” with the Puget
Sound community.
“Searching for Home” captures the
often-violent experiences of refugees
through intricate wood carvings and
vibrant miniature paintings. Abid focuses
on the struggles of women and girls in the
refugee crisis and refuses to be quiet about
subjects considered taboo, such as rape and
menstruation.
Abid’s wooden carved pieces would
be indiscernible from real objects if it
weren’t for the tree rings on their surface.
Her miniature paintings are equally well-

Pictured: Artist Humaira Abid speaking about her work
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crafted. However, the beauty of Abid’s work
is not merely for the viewer’s consumption.
“I think art has this advantage that it
can bring people closer by seducing them
through the beauty of the work and then
open up all these layers of meaning behind
them and then make it easier on them to
discuss,” Abid said in an interview with The
Trail. This is the purpose of Abid’s work: to
open up discussions about subjects deemed
unmentionable.
Abid is used to hearing about the struggles
of immigrants and refugees in Pakistan.
Her own parents migrated from India
during Partition, when British India was
divided into two independent countries,
India and Pakistan. The Partition resulted
in displacement, violence and a large-scale
refugee crisis. When she moved to the U.S.
in 2008, her connection with the concept
of home and belonging deepened even
further.
“I moved here and then I became an
immigrant — although out of choice —
but still there were some similarities that I
felt,” Abid said.
She was interested in stories of migration,
particularly from the perspective of women
and girls. It troubled her that most refugees’
stories were only told by men and that
women’s issues were merely brushed aside.
“I often ask this question: what if woman
had menstrual cycle at the time and was
moving? What did she do to get by that
time if she was pregnant, breastfeeding?
So all of these issues that nobody is really
investigating,” Abid said.
In one piece, “Borders and Boundaries,”
which was featured in her presentation in
Rausch Auditorium on Thursday night, a
pair of underwear hangs delicately from
a barbed-wire fence with a thick red
blood stain. Both the barbed wire and the

underwear were carved out of wood but
give the impression of sharp metal and
soft fabric. If you peered through the fence
you could see another piece, “Fragments
of Home Left Behind.” This piece depicts
a wall riddled with bullet holes and lined
with five miniature portraits of young
refugee girls and women, many of whom
have bruises or broken bones. These
works are painful, but they shamelessly
give a voice to the refugee women and
girls suffering from violence and lack of
basic necessities such as feminine hygiene
products.
Abid’s earlier works were much more
personal. Growing up in Pakistan it
wasn’t easy to be open. Issues like sex,
menstruation, puberty and fertility were
considered taboo and weren’t discussed.
Abid used her childhood as well as her
experience with miscarriages in her work,
and found that by sharing her story she was
opening doors for others to share theirs.
“There were other women who came to
the show and started crying and started
opening up — started sharing their
stories,” Abid said.
When asked about the importance of
normalizing these so-called taboos, Abid
answered quickly that “It’s the most
important thing. ... Growing up we were
discouraged from openly discussing these
issues and nothing changed so I think not
talking is not resolving it.”
Abid’s time on campus showed that
openness elicits change. The impact
of Abid’s work was easy to see by the
numerous questions asked at the talk. Her
work created a dialogue about social issues
that many may have not even considered
before. Her passion was infectious and
proved that the individual has the power
to ignite change.
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